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Abstract. In a proteogenomic approach based on tandem mass spectrometry anal-
ysis of proteolytic peptide mixtures, customized exome or RNA-seq databases are
employed for identifying protein sequence variants. However, the problem of variant
peptide identification without personalized genomic data is important for a variety of
applications. Following the recent proposal by Chick et al. (Nat. Biotechnol. 33, 743–
749, 2015) on the feasibility of such variant peptide search, we evaluated two
available approaches based on the previously suggested Bopen^ search and the
Bbrute-force^ strategy. To improve the efficiency of these approaches, we propose an
algorithm for exclusion of false variant identifications from the search results involving
analysis of modificationsmimicking single amino acid substitutions. Also, we propose

a de novo based scoring scheme for assessment of identified point mutations. In the scheme, the search engine
analyzes y-type fragment ions in MS/MS spectra to confirm the location of the mutation in the variant peptide
sequence.
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Introduction

Proteogenomic studies almost exclusively rely on identifi-
cation of variant peptides using customized databases [1].

To search for these peptides, either an exome or RNA-seq data
obtained for the same sample are required. The alternative
approach for variant peptide identification without personal-
ized genomic or transcriptomic data is challenging, and the
question on the feasibility of such a search with meaningful
efficiency remains open [2–4]. However, this alternative is
demanded in many applications in which the genomic data of
high quality is not available for the samples. For example,
obtaining genomic sequences may be difficult due to genome

size and organization for toxic plants and animals, when the
sequences of peptide toxins are of specific interest [5].

Currently, two possible approaches are available for variant
peptide search without employing a customized protein data-
base. The first one is the so-called Bopen^ search [6] and the
other one is the Bbrute-force^ strategy, in which the search is
performed for all possible single amino acid substitutions in the
wild-type protein sequences [7]. These approaches may yield a
significant number of variant peptide identifications; however,
correct false discovery rate (FDR) estimation for such identifi-
cations is challenging. There are a number of recent studies on
class-specific FDR estimation and proposals for methods
aiming at improving the sensitivity of proteogenomic searches
[8–12]. However, most of these studies use traditional search
algorithms with scoring functions best suited to wild-type
peptide identification. This leads to an increased level of false
peptide identifications of non-random nature, when modified
wild-type peptides are identified as variants. In this work, we
studied the efficiency of the two mentioned search approaches
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and propose an enhancement to a traditional search scoring
algorithm for Bbrute-force^ method that significantly improves
its sensitivity. The study was performed using publicly avail-
able LC-MS/MS and exome sequencing data for melanoma
cell line, ME14, from NCI-60 panel [13, 14].

Note that the Bopen^ search can be run on most of the
existing search engines. However, since the Bbrute-force^ strat-
egy evaluated in this study required extensive modifications of
the search engine, an open-source IdentiPy search engine [15]
(freely available at https://bitbucket.org/levitsky/identipy/) was
used to analyze LC-MS/MS data. For the search,
carbamidomethylation of cysteine was set as fixed
modification. Enzyme specificity was set to Btrypsin^. Up to
one missed cleavage was allowed and fragment ion mass
measurement accuracy was set to 0.01 Da. The precursor
mass accuracy was set at 15 ppm and 300 Da for classic and
Bopen^ search approaches, respectively. The reference
database UniProt Human (ver. 2013_09, containing 88,277
protein sequences, downloaded from http://www.uniprot.org/
taxonomy/complete-proteomes) and the NCI-60 variant data-
base described earlier [16] were used for the conventional
proteogenomic searches employing exome data. The human
SwissProt database (20193 proteins) was used for the exome-
free searches. The FDR for variant peptide identifications was
estimated using group-specific target-decoy strategy [8, 10, 17,
18] as follows:

FDR ¼ Number of decoy variant PSMsþ 1

Number of target variant PSMs
ð1Þ

Decoy proteins were generated by reversing the original
sequences using the Pyteomics library [19].

Two approaches for variant peptide identification without
customized databases were tested in this work. First, the
Bopen^ search approach was used, where the precursor mass
windowwas significantly expanded [6, 7]. In this approach, the
peptides with single amino acid mutations are matched with
their wild-type counterparts and reported by search engines
with a precursor mass shift corresponding to the difference
between two amino acids.

A straightforward alternative to the Bopen^ search approach
is the Bbrute-force^ strategy. In this strategy, the variants are
searched simply by varying the amino acid residues one by one
in the sequences of targeted proteins. This procedure is imple-
mented in several search engines, including X!Tandem [20],
Mascot [21], and IdentiPy [15].

One of the most challenging issues in variant peptide iden-
tification is the high probability of incorrect assignment of MS/
MS spectra produced by wild-type peptides with chemical
modifications in the sequences. Indeed, a number of modifica-
tions result in the same mass shifts as amino acid changes, thus
mimicking the amino acid substitutions due to mutation [22].
First, we performed a conventional proteogenomic search
against a combined database containing both wild-type and
variant protein sequences as described elsewhere [23].

Identification results for the search were 54,095 and 125
wild-type and variant peptides, respectively. The spectra
assigned to wild-type peptides with 1% FDR were excluded
in the subsequent searches. In the next step, we performed the
Bopen^ and Bbrute-force^ searches. We selected a separate
group of identifications found from the Bopen^ search, in
which mass shifts were equal (within 0.01 Da accuracy) to a
difference between any two amino acids (excluding the cases
with zero mass shift). Identifications in this group were filtered
to 1% FDR. Variant peptide identifications found using the
Bbrute-force^ approach were also filtered to group-specific
FDR of 1%. The total numbers of variant peptides were
13,767 and 9876 for the Bopen^ search and the Bbrute-force^
approaches, respectively, and only 57 and 70 of them were
confirmed by the exome-derived protein database. Since most
of the identifications are not confirmed by exome data, they are
assumed by default to be false positives originating from mod-
ifications mimicking point mutations. At this stage of the
analysis, we call the identifications in both groups Bpseudo
variant^ peptides to reflect their non-mutation origin. Table 1
shows the most frequent Bpseudo variant^ point mutations
identified using Bbrute-force^ strategy compared with the most
frequent point mutations according to the exome-based protein
database. The list of all identified Bmutations^ with PSM and
peptide counts for all approaches used in the manuscript is
shown in Supplementary Table S1.

Exact calculation of the probability of observing a modifi-
cation instead of the amino acid substitution is not straightfor-
ward. Yet it is clear that the most frequently identified point
mutations for exome-free methods have the highest probability
to be found among the false positive variant identifications.

In the next step, we evaluated the sensitivity and spec-
ificity of the two exome-free variant peptide identification
approaches. As said above, the Bpseudo variant^ peptides
not confirmed by exome-derived protein database are being
considered as false positives. Then, from the identified
exome-free variant identifications we also excluded peptides
with suspicious residue substitutions corresponding to the
mass shifts with highest frequencies obtained above and
listed in Supplementary Table S1. The dependences of the
number of variant peptides identified using exome-free and
exome-specific searches on the number of excluded amino
acid residue substitutions are shown in Figure 1a and
Supplementary Table S2.

The number of variant peptide identifications confirmed by
exome-based protein database does not change dramatically
with the exclusion. This observation was intuitively expected
because the abundance of excluded amino acid substitutions
depends more on the variant database than on the probability of
mimicking modifications (see Table 1 and Supplementary
Table S1). On the contrary, the number of variants not con-
firmed by exome data drops at significantly higher rate when
we start excluding the high-frequency modifications mimick-
ing residue substitutions. What is important is that excluding
50–100 of such Bsuspicious^ substitutions decreases FDR by
one order of magnitude for both exome-free approaches
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without loss of variant identifications confirmed by exome-
derived protein database.

In the final note, we describe a novel scoring scheme for the
variant PSMs found using exome-free searches. As shown
above, these searches are characterized by the high rate of false
positives, in part due to the fact that the search engines do not
discriminate peptide-spectrum matches that do not confirm the
mutation at the fragment peak level. To address this issue, we
proposed and implemented the additional requirement for var-
iant sequence candidates: the search engine considers only the
sequences with the location of point mutation proven by the
series of y-fragment ions in the MS/MS spectrum. Further, we
call this scoring scheme Bpeak difference confirmation^.

An example of Bpeak difference confirmation^ is shown in
Supplementary Figure S1. When the point mutation occurs at
the 4th residue in a peptide of length 7, the search engine is
looking for y3 and y4 ions and reports identification only if this
pair is matched. Application of this simple and straightforward
filtering has resulted in a 3-fold decrease in sensitivity for the
Bbrute-force^ approach, but eliminated most of false positives
for the variant identifications (see Figure 1b). For example,
adding the Bpeak difference confirmation^ to exclusion of 20
amino acid substitutions withmost frequent mass shifts reduces
the number of false identifications from 2073 peptides to 38,
while the number of true identifications drops from 65 to 18.

The efficiencies of the exome-free Bopen^ search and
Bbrute-force^ approaches were compared with the convention-
al proteogenomic search workflow employing a customized
database generated using sample-specific exome data. Both
evaluated exome-free approaches delivered up to 56% (70 of
125 peptides) of variant peptides identified using customized
databases, yet without the knowledge about these variants a
priori. At the same time, they result in a large number of highly
confident variant identifications that are not confirmed by the
exome, which can be attributed to peptides with modifications
mimicking the residue substitutions with identical mass shifts.
For the Bbrute-force^ approach, we proposed an addition to the
standard scoring scheme, called Bpeak difference
confirmation^, which also resolves the problem with Bpseudo
variant^ identifications.

Table 1. Themost frequent modifications mimicking point mutations found for the Bbrute-force^ strategy and themost frequent real point mutations according to the
exome-based protein database

BBrute-force^ Exome-based protein database

Mass diff, Da # peptides Amino acid substitution Mass diff, Da # mutations Amino acid substitution

0.98 1595 N>D 30.01 2053 A>T
0.98 1478 Q>E –28.04 1956 R>Q
15.99 1416 A>S 28.03 1889 A>V
57.02 581 A>Q –19.04 1788 R>H
57.02 571 G>N –0.95 1458 E>K
42.01 542 S>E 3.93 1400 R>C
15.99 518 F>Y 16.03 1285 P>L
–29.99 339 M>T 14.02 1272 V>I
0.96 338 L>N 29.98 1131 R>W
16.01 317 D>M –10.02 1116 P>S

Figure 1. Variant peptide identifications for (a) Bconventional^
(red line), Bopen^ search (green lines), and Bbrute-force^ (blue
lines) approaches, and (b) Bbrute-force^ approach with using
Bpeak difference confirmation^ (PDC) score (purple lines).
Dashed lines correspond to all variant peptides identified at
1% group-specific FDR, and solid lines correspond to variant
peptides confirmed by exome-based protein database. The X-
axis represents the number of amino acid substitutions exclud-
ed from the analysis. The exclusion was done according to the
mass shift frequencies. The exclusion of Bconventional^ search
identifications was done using the frequencies from the Bbrute-
force^ search
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All search engine output, PSM tables, protein databases, and
search parameters are available at http://pubdata.theorchromo.
ru/noexomeproteogenomics.
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